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12 billion
identity documents

2,000 ID types
from over  72M devices

across 138 countries

By classifying more than

How did we get to that 
number?

At Microblink, we’re able to mine through a 
, dense ecosystem of documents

utilizing 
. 

precise data extraction and 
photo capture for any ID

Did you know there are  
 

issued globally?
10 different passport types

Whether it’s a Class D driver’s license in NYC 
or a Consular ID in Pakistan, our AI-powered 
identity solution delivers accurate and fast 
results ― region to region. 


Flawless Integrity Across 
the Board

On average globally, 
our industry-leading 
identity solution has a 

96.34%
accuracy rate

Region
Average accuracy % for

all IDs and fields on IDs

APAC

96.78

96.99

97.81

97.98

97.49

95.80

97.91

95.98

Africa

Caribbean

Europe

Central America

North America

The Middle East

South America

Of course, ID verification isn’t limited to 
accommodating large regions. 



Enabling 
 with varying 

document types is challenging. 

successful onboarding from 
lowly populated regions

Luckily, Microblink supports IDs from a 
number of small population countries: 

Bermuda

Bahamas, 
Brunei, Iceland

Luxembourg,  
Maldives, Malta

63.9k

POPULATIONCOUNTRY

300k - 500k

<1m

Accounting For Frequent 
ID Updates

How often are identity documents 
updated? In some areas, more  

than you can imagine.

Take , where 
there are 

. 

 


That’s a lot. 

Mexico for example
over 250 types of valid 

driver’s licenses

At Microblink, our proactive approach 
involves training ML models on newly 
issued documents ― to minimize friction 
for clients and end-users alike. 

The Microblink Solution

9:41

Scan the front side 
of a document

A user places or holds 
the document in front 
of the camera.

The results are 
extracted and the user 
can move forward in 
the onboarding flow.

They then flip it over 
if there is data on 

the other side.

9:41

Flip the document

9:41

Results

Jane
First name

Smith
Last name

Smith, Jane
Full name

03/18/1990
Date of birth

31
Age

03/18/2018
Date of issue

Ironwood Drive, Coeur d Alene ID 83815
full address

SS123456A
document number

Jane Smith

United States, Idaho DL

Want to demo the most comprehensive 
identity solution on the market? 



at microblink.com. Start your free trial 

https://developer.microblink.com/license

